Extracorporeal immunoadsorption of antibodies against the VRT-101 laminin epitope in systemic lupus erythematosus: a feasibility evaluation study.
We have previously shown that lupus antibodies directed against extracellular membrane components bind to the kidneys and cause damage. The target epitope was a peptide located at the globular part of the α-chain of laminin, designated VRT-101. The titers of anti-VRT-101 antibodies correlated with disease activity and demonstrated pathogenic properties. In the present study, we set out to test the feasibility and safety of treating SLE patients with extracorporeal immunoadsorption on the VRT-101 coupled column, Lupusorb, in an attempt to eliminate these pathogenic antibodies. Ten SLE patients were enrolled and treated with a single session of plasmapheresis combined with serum filtration through Lupusorb. The follow-up period was from recruitment until 8 weeks post-treatment. Monitoring of subjects included documentation of adverse events, anti-VRT-101 levels, SLE inflammatory markers (anti-DNA, CRP, C3, C4, urine protein) and clinical assessment (SLEDAI score). A total of 11 adverse experiences were documented in 7 patients, none of which required withdrawal from the study. Eight adverse experiences were unrelated or unlikely related to treatment. The remaining 3 were classified as possibly treatment related and were attributed to the plasmapheresis procedure. Following Lupusorb treatment, a statistically significant decrease was detected in the serum level of anti-VRT-101 antibodies (38.75% reduction; p = 0.009). Concomitantly, a favorable trend was observed in disease activity markers as well as in the SLEDAI score. Our data indicate that Lupusorb is a safe and effective modality for eliminating anti-VRT-101 antibodies. Additional studies are warranted to confirm its therapeutic potential.